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INTRODUCTION 
The following paper is the first of a series of papers in which I present a 
theory of matroids with coefficients. This theory is designed to offer a 
unified approach to the theory of matroids and their representations over 
fields and rings as well as to the theory of oriented matroids and their 
generalizations. 
At the same time, and in a way independently of that purpose, this paper 
introduces a concept of infinite matroids (with and without coefficients) 
which allows proof of duality theorems independently of cardinality 
problems. 
The reason for combining both ideas in this paper is that, in my 
judgement, one seems to support the other: the fact that the proposed con- 
cept of matroids with coefficients works as nicely for finite matroids as for 
appropriately defined infinite matroids seems to indicate that this concept 
is a reasonable one, while at the same time it indicates that the proposal of 
how to define and to treat infinite matroids might as well be acceptable to 
the specialists in this held. 
Actually, I developed both ideas independently of each other and, as a 
test for their appropriateness, tried to find out whether or not they could 
be combined successfully with each other. The result of this test is now to 
be found in this and, it is hoped, some subsequent papers, and I leave it to 
the reader to decide whether or not he shares my view of how an algebraic 
theory of matroids could and should be developed. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 1, the class of algebraic 
structures which are to serve as a domain of coefficients for a matroid is 
defined and various examples are discussed. In Section 2, certain systems of 
subsets of a given set E are defined which are to serve as supports of those 
mappings from E into the domain of coefficients which altogether may 
define a matroid on E. In Section 3, the basic definition of a matroid with 
coefficients is given and the first elementary consequences are derived. In 
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Section 4, the theory of flats of a (possibly infinite) matroid (with coef- 
ficients) is developed and is applied in Section 5 to define the dual M* of a 
matroid M, to prove the duality theorem M** = M and to discuss minors 
of such matroids. 
In subsequent papers I plan to study: 
-characterizations of matroids with coefficients of finite rank in 
terms of their bases and syzygies, thereby deriving the equivalence of 
various characterizations of ordinary, oriented, binary or regular matroids 
and of various equivalent ways to define or to prove representability of a 
given matroid over a given commutative field or ring in a unified way as 
corollaries of a rather general equivalence theorem; 
- projective equivalence and multilinear forms for matroids with coef- 
ficients, and to discuss ways to establish a category of matroids over a 
given domain of coefficients by defining morphisms of matroids in terms of 
multilinear forms which will lead to the specification of certain particularly 
nice properties of coefficient domains which-as will be seen-are shared 
by all relevant examples, and allow rather smooth characterizations as well 
as the development of a convexity theory for matroids over such domains; 
- “base change” properties of matroids with respect to morphisms of 
their coefficient domains and the construction of universal coefficient 
domains for “ordinary” matroids in terms of their “Tutte group,” a certain 
abelian group which can be associated to any matroid and reflects its 
geometric, or-more precisely-its “homotopic” structure in algebraic 
terms. 
1. FUZZY RINGS 
1.1. In this section we define the class of algebraic structures which are 
to serve as coefficient domains for matroids. They arise from fields and 
rings by specifying a subgroup of their group of units and by “identifying” 
elements which differ by a unit in that subgroup. Following a suggestion by 
Henry Crapo, we will call them fuzzy rings. Their definition is as follows: 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy ring K = (K; +, .; E, K,,) consists of a set K 
together with two compositions “+: K x K -+ K: (K, 2) I+ K + 2 and 
? K x K + K: (K, A) I+ K. A,” a specified element E E K, and a specified sub- 
set K,, c K such that the following holds: 
(FRO) (K, + ) and (K, . ) are abelian semigroups with neutral 
elements 0 and 1, respectively; 
(FRl) 0.x=0 for all KEK; 
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(FR2) a.(rc,+rc,)=cr.rci+~~*~~~ for all IC~,U~EK and cr~K=: 
{aEK[lEa-K), the set of units in K; 
(FR3) a* = 1; 
(FR4) K,+K,sK,, K.K,cK,, OEK,,, l$K,,; 
(FR5) for CXGK one has 1 +a~ K. if and only if c( =E; 
(FR6) IC~,K~,A,,A~EK and K~+J.,,K~+A~EK,, implies rc,.rc,+ 
E.&.A~EK,,; 
(FR7) IC,A,IC,,IC~EK and IC+A(IC,+K~)EK~ implies rc+Arc,+ 
AIC*E K,. 
1.2. Before looking at examples, let us observe that K + E. K E K,, for all 
K E K, since 1 + E E K,, by (FR5), so we have 0 + JC( 1 + a) E K. by (FR4) and 
therefore O+K.~+K.E=IC+E~ICEK~ by (FR7). 
Simple induction arguments show also that (FR7) implies 
(FR7*) If Ai,..., A,,, lcll ,..., rclm, rc2] ,..., IC*, ,..., IC,~ ,..., IC,, E K and 
cr= i li(cj”= I Xii) E Ko, then cl= I cj”= I AiKqE Ko. 
1.3. EXAMPLES. The paradigm of a fuzzy ring arises from commutative 
ringsR=(R;+;)with 1ERinwhichagroup U<i?=:{a~R)l~a-R} 
of units is specified as a “quotient structure” R/U=: (LYE; +, -; 
- U, 9( R),U) with P( R)U =: { TG R 1 U * T = T} the set of U-invariant sub- 
sets, T, t T,= (x1 + IC~(K~E Ti), B(R):=: {TEP(R)“IOE T}. 
More systematically, we can list our examples as follows: 
(i) If R = (R; +, .) is a commutative ring with 1 E R, then 
R = (R; + , .; - 1, (0)) is also a fuzzy ring. Vice versa, if 
K=(K; + , .; E, K,) is a fuzzy ring and if K. = {0}, then (K; +, .) is a com- 
mutative ring with 1 E K and E = - 1: from (1.2) we know that (K, + ) is a 
grow, since ES K is the additive inverse of K, so we have 
~(lc,+rc,)+~‘~.(~~+~*)=O for all ;~,Ic~,K*EK and therefore 
A(Ic~ + K*) +&cl + E& = 0 by (FR7); which-after adding Arc, + Arc2 to 
both sides-implies A.(K~ + rc2) = AK, + Arc2 ; i.e., distributivity holds in 
general. 
Hence, K. measures the “fuzziness” of K. 
(ii) If A is a (multiplicatively written) abelian group and if EEA is 
an element of order at most two, then 
NC4 El =: (N[A]; +, *; E, N[A, &lo) 
is a fuzzy ring if N[A] denotes the free abelian monoid, generated by A, 
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whose elements are denoted by @jaG A n,cr with ncr E N and CnGA n, < co, 
with + and . defined as usual by 
and 
It is clear that (FRO), (FRl), (FR2), (FR3), (FR4), (FR5) and (FR7) 
hold for N [A, E]-(FR7), since distributivity holds in general in 
(N [A]; +, .)-but it is also easy to see that (FR6) holds also, since it 
holds anyway if OE {r~i,IZi,~~,12~} or if rc,~~~+d,&=@~~~n,a with 
c ada23y whereas otherwise K,,IZ,,K~,&EA, in which case 
K~ + 1,) K* + 1, E N [A, &lo implies K, = &Al, K~ = && and therefore 
K,K~=E*~~&, i.e., K~K~+E;~,~~EN[A,E]~. 
(iii) If K= (K; + , .; E, K,) is a fuzzy ring and if U d k is a subgroup 
of the multiplicative group k of units of K, then we can form-as indicated 
above-the “quotient fuzzy ring” K/U=: (.cY(K)~; +, .; E. U, 9(K):); 
where P(K)” denotes the U-invariant subsets of K, which are added and 
multiplied as “complexes”, (i.e., one puts 
for T,, T, E J!P(K)~), and where Y(K): denotes those U-invariant subsets 
TG K which intersect K. non-emptily. Note that the units Tin K/U consist 
precisely of the cosets a. U of U in k, since U = 1 K,LI = T. S for some U- 
invariant subset S implies 1 = K. A for some K E T and A E S and therefore 
K.UETGT.(S.K)=(T.S).~~=U.K, i.e., K.U=T. 
We leave it to the reader to check the axioms, but remark that it is this 
construction, applied to some K= (R; +, .; - 1, (O}), which not only leads 
to the standard examples of fuzzy rings, but also makes it necessary to 
replace distributivity by the weaker axioms (FR2) and (FR7). 
(iv) If K= (K, + , +; E, K,,) is a fuzzy ring and if L E K contains 0, 1 
and E and satisfies L + L E L, then (L; + , . ; E, L,, = L n K,,) is a fuzzy ring. 
In particular, for any subset TE K there exists a smallest subset L, contain- 
ing Tu (0, 1, E}, such that (L; +, .; E, Lo= Ln K,) is a fuzzy ring, the one 
generated by T. If T = k, then we denote this ring by &. 
(v) If K=(K; +, .; E, K,,) is a fuzzy ring, then N”=(N[k]; +;; 
E, f%J,“), with (N[k]; +, . ) denoting, as above, the free abelian monoid, 
generated by &, and with Nf=: {OorERn,alC,.~n,aEKo}, is a fuzzy 
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ring. It is clear that NK satisfies (FRO), (FRl), (FR2), (FR3), (FR5) and 
(FR7). It satisfies FR4) since CaEkvEKo implies 
E~~R~~dwELxER ncr. a) E K0 and therefore-by (1.2), (FR7*) applied 
twice--Cs.Rnzp.B.(CaERnol.a)EKo and Cs~d,aERmg.n,.B.aEKo; i.e., 
0 (~~=~na.-~).Y=(~~ma.a)(~~n~.a)~~~ 
yck 
for all epEkrnBfl~ NK. Similarly, it satisfies (FR6) since for ICY =
. ni .a and Izi= epsk 
Eair(;=l, 2) imply 
rnb. p (i = 1,2) the relations C, n& . a + Es rng. 
(C .n~.a).(Cgm~.p)+r.(C,nt.a)(Csmf.P)EKo 
by (FR6), and therefore C,,a n:rni. a. p + E * Ccl,B nz. rng * a. /I E K, by 
(FR7’), applied twice, which in turn implies rci . rc2 + E. 2, . I, E Nt. 
(vi) The two most important examples of fuzzy rings in matroid 
theory so far are K” = [w/I& consisting of three elements 0 = (O}, 1 = E = k 
and, say, rco = Iw, with Kg = { 0, rco} and 
0 0 1 Kg 0 0 0 0 
1 1 Ko Ko 1 0 1 Kg 
Ko Ko Ko Ko Ko 0 Ko Ko 
as its addition and multiplication table, which is the domain of coefficients 
for ordinary standard matroid theory and is isomorphic to IF/@ for any 
commutative field [F # [F,, and K+ = lR/R +, consisting of the four elements 
o= {O}, l=lR+={p~[Wlp>O}, E=--[W+=R- and K~=(W with 
KO+ = (0, rco} (note that EWR+ as defined in (iv) does not contain 
Iw+ u W, Iw+ u (01, W u {O> E iR/B/(w+) and 
as its addition and multiplication table, which is the domain of coefficients 
for oriented matroid theory and is isomorphic to [F/ff + for any ordered 
commutative field IF. 
1.4. Morphisms of Fuzzy Rings. Again, the paradigm of a morphism 
should be the mapping [F + IF/U: K t-* K * U for a field ff and a subgroup 
U 6 P. Hence we have the 
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DEFINITION. Let K’=(K’; +;;E,, K$ and K2=(K2; +;;E~, P,) be 
two fuzzy rings. Then a morphism $: K’ + K2 is a homomorphism 
$1 k’ + k2 with the property that for any finite sequence a,, a,,..., a, E Z? 
of units in K, with C;=, a,c Kh one has C;=, $(a,) E Kz,, whereas a 
homomorphism i,k K’ -+ K* is a map #: K’ + K2 with +( 1) = 1, $(O) = 0, 
IC/(a.K)=$(Co.ti(K) f or aEJ? and KEK’ and C;=,IC/(K~).$(&)EP~ 
whenever IC, , Ai ,..., K,, 1, E K’ is a finite sequence with C?=, IC;’ AiE KA. 
We say that two fuzzy rings K’ and K2 are equivalent, denoted by 
K’ N K2, if mutually inverse morphisms $: k’ + k2 and II/‘: K2 + k’ exist 
and we say that K’ and K* are isomorphic, denoted by K’zK*, if mutually 
inverse homomorphisms $: K’ --P K2 and $‘: K2 -+ K’ exist. 
Note that 1+4(&i) =s2 for any morphism I,+: K’ -+ K’, since 1 +E, E KA 
implies 1 + +(si)~G. It is clear that the composition of 
morphisms/homomorphisms $: K’ + K2 and II/‘: K* + K3 is again a 
morphism/homomorphism $’ 0 @: K’ --) K3. 
Note also that any homomorphism induces a morphism. 
1.5. Examples of Morphisms and Homomorphisms. (i) If cp: R’ + R2 is 
a homomorphism of commutative rings with cp( 1) = 1, then 4~ is also a 
homomorphism from (R’; +, .; -1, (0)) into (R’; +, .; -1, (0)). Vice 
versa, if rp is a homomorphism from (R’; + , .; - 1, { 0} ) into 
(R*; i-, .; - 1, {0}) then cp: R’ -+ R2 is a homomorphism of the ring R’ 
into the ring R2, since (A+Ic)+(-l).A+(--I).K=O implies 
cp(A+~c)+(--l).cp(A)+(-1).(~(~)=0, i.e., rp(l+ K) = v(A) + (P(K), 
whereas /Z.~+(-l).A.k.=o implies cp(A).cp(lc)+(-l).(~(k)=O, i.e., 
442). (P(K) = (P(lK). 
(ii) If K=(K; t, a; E, K,) is a fuzzy ring and if U< K is a subgroup 
of I?, then the map K + P(K)“: K I+ K. U is a homomorphism from K into 
K/U wtiich induces a homomorphism from _K into K&. 
(iii) The embedding of L=(L; + ;;E,L,,=LnK,) into 
K=(K; +, .;E,KJ for some LsKwith (0, l,s}~L and L+LGL is a 
homomorphism. In particular, the embedding _KGK is a homomorphism 
which induces an equivalence g-K. 
(iv) For any fuzzy ring K the identity kr K induces an equivalence 
of K and NK. Hence, any fuzzy ring K is equivalent to a fuzzy ring in which 
distributivity holds. 
Similarly, the identity kr k induces a morphism K + N [k, E] and a 
homomorphism I,+: hJK + N [K, E] which is a bijection and satisfies 
@(IC + A) = $(K) t $(A), but, of course, it is not an isomorphism. 
(v) If A is an abelian group, if E E A satisfies a2 = 1 and if 4” E f+J [A] 
is a subset of the free abelian monoid kJ[CA], generated by A, such that 
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(NC-41; + , .; E, M) is a fuzzy ring, then the identity A z A is a morphism 
from (N[A]; +, a; E, X) into fW [A, E] and it is also a morphism from 
(NCAI; + ,~;~,(l+~)~~[A])into(~[A];+;;~,J1T).Notethatfor~#l 
one has (~+E).N[A]=N[A]‘=: {ICEN[A]IE.IC=K). 




is a well-defined homomorphism from K into K”. 
There may be other homomorphisms from K into Kc’, e.g., if K= Z, then 
Z+P:KHO if K =0(2) 
Hl otherwise 
is another homomorphism from Z into k?, but all these homomorphisms 
necessarily coincide on k. Thus in the category consisting of fuzzy rings 
and morphisms of fuzzy rings, Kc’ is a final object. 
2. MATROID SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
2.1. DEFINITION. For a set E and a subset XG P(E) of the set B(E) of 
all subsets of E put 
!K+=: { YsEI #(YnX)< co for all XE%}. 





s+ = $y+++. 
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It is also obvious that 
!Ztt = {Z c E 1 for any infinite subset Z, G Z there is some XE X with 
#(Z,nX)=co). 
2.3. DEFINITION. A subset XGP(E) is defined as a matroid support 
system (MSS) if 9” = 2?. 
2.4. LEMMA. (i) For any X zP(E) the set !Ztt is the smallest matroid 
support system containing X. 
(ii) The intersection n iclL!& of an arbitrary family K. (iEI) of 
matroid support systems is a matroid support system. 
(iii) Any matroid support system % G P(E) contains P(E)+ = att = 
PfiPr,,(E)=: {XGEI #X<oo}. 
(iv) If Z G P(E) is a matroid support system, then the following holds: 
X’~XE!z-*x’Ez-, 
x,, X*E%*xX, uX*EX; 
in particular, X u (E} is the family of closed subsets of a topology on E, 
The proofs are straightforward and are left as an exercise to the reader. 
2.5. EXAMPLES. (i) If cp: E--t E’ is an arbitrary map into some set E’, 
then 5$, =: {XC E) # cp( X) < co > is a matroid support system and 
9$,= { YG El Yncp-‘(e) is finite for each eEE’}. 
(ii) If E= W, then the set LB c.P(W) of bounded subsets is a 
matroid support system and 
9@ = { Y G R” 1 Y is discrete}. 
More generally, if E is a topological space and if S?(E) =: {X G E 1 for 
each infinite subset X0 E X there exists some eE E such that for any 
neighbourhood U(e) E E of e the intersection U(e) n X0 is not contained in 
{e>>, then g( ) e is a matroid support system and .%3(e)+ equals { YG El for 
each infinite subset Y, E Y there exists an infinite subset Y, G Y such that 
for each eE E there exists some neighbourhood U(e) c E with 
U(e) n Y, c {e} }. Similarly, B’(E) =: {XC El for each infinite subset 
X0 G X there exists some infinite subset X, G X0 and some e E E such that 
for each neighbourhood U(e) of e the set X,\U(e) is finite} is a matroid 
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support system with 99’(E)t = { Y c El for each infinite subset Y, E Y and 
for each Ed E there exists some neighbourhood U(e) of e with 
# Y,\U(e) = co}. 
Note that one has always G?‘(E) E L?Zl(E) and hence B(E)+ E B’(E)+ and 
that one has B’(E) = W(E) (and, hence, B(E)+ = B’(E)+) if E is locally 
separable, i.e., if for any e E E there exists a sequence Ur, U, ,..., U, ,... of 
neighbourhoods of e with U, 1 U,z U, 2 . . . and ni Ui = {e} such that 
U c E is a neighbourhood of e if and only if there exists some n E RJ with 
U,EU. 
An example of a topological space E with 9(E) # W’(E) is the space E of 
all ultrafilters ‘42 E 9’(X) of an infinite set X (with FE E open if and only if 
for any 4?/ E F there is some UE Q with { 42’ E E 1 UE 42’ > E F) because, if we 
embed X into E via x I+ 4&.=: {UC X~XE U}, then XE~Y(E)~W(E)+. 
3. PRESENTATIONS OF MATROIDS BY GENERATORS AND RELATIONS 
3.1. Some Notational Conventions. Let E be a set and let K be a fuzzy 




For FG E let r , F denote the restriction of r: E + K to F. 
As usual, define for r, rl, r2 E KE and K E K the mappings K. r and r, + r2 
by 
lc*r: E+ K: et+tc.r(e) 
and 
r,+r,:E+K:et+r,(e)+r,(e) 
and in case # (5 n 5) < a3 define the inner product (r, 1 r2) by 
(rllr2)=: 1 r,(e).r,(e)=: 1 r,(e).r,(e). 
eeE ecgnq - 
If (rl ) r2) is defined and in K,, then we say that r, is orthogonal to rz and 
we denote this by r, I r2. 
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For rl, rz EKE and fe E we define r, A,. r2 E KE by 
r, Afr,:E+K:ebO ife=f 
++ (r2 (f) * rl + E. rl (f) . r&e) ife#f, 
so that rl Afr2s(Qu2)\{f}. 
3.2. LEMMA. ( r, s , , s2 3 c KE, rlsj (i=l,2), rn(%u%)z& andfEE 
implies r I s, A,f s2. 
ProoJ: Since r(e) E Ku { 0} or sr (e) = s2 (e) = 0 for all e E E, we have, 
using (FR2), 
r(e).(s2(f)~sl(e)+E.Sl(f).h(e)) 
= r(e). s2 (f) s1 (e) + 6. r(e). s1 (f) . s2 (e) 
for all e E E and we have s1 A,- s2 = 0 for r(f) # Ku (0). So we may assume 
r(f)Eku(O} and we can deduce from (FR7) that (r-Is1 A~s~)EK~ 
follows from x=:%(f). (rIE,(,)IsIIE,(f))+&.Sl(f). (rIE,(,IIs21B,I,))EK0. 
Butinthecaser(f)=Owehave (r,.,l~,lsi/.,~,,)=(rlsj)EK~fori=l,2 
and, therefore, IC E K,, whereas in the case r(f) E k the relations 
<rIsj>=r(f).sj(f)+ (rIE,(,j h,, )EK~ (i=1,2) imply 
n=:r(f).s2(f). <rlE,(,j Is ‘IE\I/) > 
+E.r(f ).sl(f ). (rIE,lfi Is ah,:,)) E Ko 
by (FR6), and, hence, we have K = r( f  )- ’ .A E K. as well. 
3.3. Further Notational Conventions. For 9 G KE put 
C~l={(~~~(~o~~,~I)~fz...)~e,r,lI~~O, 
ir o, .. . . r,> G% (e,, .. . . en> E E), 




in particular ~8~ = L%‘(E) = {r E 9 I _r = r }. 
Furthermore, put 
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and 
s?= {rlrEa,r#0}. 
Let gmin denote the minimal sets in 9 with respect to inclusion (note that 
in case #E = co we may have &in = 0 even if 8 # 0) and put 
Bmin= {rEBIIEEmin)* 
Finally, for 3 G 9(E) put 
Kg=: {rEKEIl&--) 
and, with W z K”, as above, put 
Xa(W)=: {r~K;l for any YE%+ there is some r’~9 with r,,,=rfIY} 
and 
A?&(&?)=&‘-=: {s~K$+(slr for all r~WnK5). 
Note that for WG KE one has always ~?$+(9~)=94?‘. 
3.4. LEMMA. For 99 E KE and FE E put 
WF=: (sES;(W~)ISC_F). 
Then s,, s2 E 9fF and e E E implies s, A, s2 E WF. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. 
3.5. The ‘Basic Definition. We are now ready to propose the basic 
definition of a matroid M in terms of a set E of “generators” and a set 
9 c Kg of “relations” which ,,present” M relative to some matroid support 
system % G 9(E): if E is a set and if .!Z E B(E) is a matroid support system, 
then a subset 92 G Kg is said to present a matroid 
M = M(W) = M(E, 9-, 9), 
defined on E relative to X if the following condition (M) is satisfied: 
(M) for any eEE, rE [W] and YE%+ with eE Y and r(e)$Ko 
there is some r’E9?y with eer’n Y=r’n Y&r. 
Moreover, two such subsets 9, W’ E Kz are said to present the same 
matroid, if and only if for any YE%+ one has 
k’a(Y),i,=k’a’(Y),i~, 
in which case we define W and W’ to be M-equivalent: W N M 9’. 
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3.6. First Consequences. We start discussing the consequences of con- 
dition (M) with two simple observations: 
LEMMA. Assume 9 z K$. to satisfy the condition (M) and assume YE St. 
(i) Zf rE [W], eEfn Y and r(e)$K,,, then there exists some 
r’EB(Y),i, with eEr’E[n Y. 
(ii) If rE~(Vmin, r’E.B?(Y) and @#r’cr then rEk*r’=: 
(~2 * r’ ( c( E k}. 
Proof: (i) By (M), there exists at least some r’ E &?( Y) with 
e EZ’ c r n Y. Since #r’ < cc we may assume moreover that r’ E 9?( Y) is 
chosen in such a way that r’ is minimal with respect to these conditions. 
We claim that this implies r’ E 92( Y)min. But otherwise, there exists some 
r” E 9(Y) with 0 #I” $ 1’ and any such r” necessarily satisfies e $1”. 
Choose some for” and consider r’ A,~ r”. Since r”(e) = 0 we have 
(r’ A~ r”)(e) = r”(f). r’(e) E 1% So there exists some r, E W( Y) with 
eEr,c(r’ Arr”)Er’\(f} L$ fGlf-3 Y, contradicting the minimality of I’. 
Thus we have, indeed, r’ E BT( Y),i”. Q.E.D. 
(ii) Assume e EZ’ and consider r, = r ~~ r’. If rl ( Y) & K,,, there exists 
some r2 EL%?, with 0 #r,n YG~G (rur’)\{e} $ 1 contradicting the 
minimality of r. Thus we have r,( Y) E K,,, which implies r’(e) . r(f) = 
r(e). r’(f) for all fe Y by (FR5) and therefore r = ~1. r’ with 
or=r(e).r’(e)-‘Ek Q.E.D. 
3.7. M-Equivalent Presentations. 
LEMMA. Zf 92, W’ E Kg satisfy (M ), then 52 wM 9 if and only if 
9$?( Y)min c k. L%‘( Y) and W’( Y),i, G Z?. 92( Y) for aN YE Xt. 
Moreover, if in addition 92’ E 9, then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) W’-“?2; 
(ii) W( Y)min C k. LJ?‘( Y) for any YE !T+; 
(iii) for any YET+ and any r E.%?( Y) with I# 0 there is some 
r’EB?(Y) with @#r’~r; 
(iv) for any YE Xt and any r E W( Y) with I# fa there is some r’ E 92’ 
with Ynr’Cr and r’(Y) g K,. 
Proof: L%? mM 9’ obviously implies 92( Y)min E k. a( Y) and a’( Y),i” c 
k. W(Y) for any YE Xt. Vice versa, assume these inclusions to be true and 
consider for some YE Xt a map r E W( Y),i,. Our assumptions imply the 
existence of some c( E k and some r’ E W’(Y) with r = CI s r’. Since #r’ < cc, 
there exists some r” E a’( Y)min with 1” c z’, so there exists some rl E 9( Y) 
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and some flak with r”=fl.rl. But now @#r,=r”Er’=rEW(Y)min 
implies 3 = I” = 1’ = 1 and, hence, r’ E S?‘( Y)min and r = C( * r’ E R* g’( Y),i,. 
So we have W( Y)min c k. R’( Y),i,, which, by symmetry, implies 
k’ a( Y)min = k. ~‘( Y)min. 
Now assume &?‘s %!. The implications (i) * (ii), (ii) * (iii) and 
(iii) =z= (iv) are trivial. Moreover, (iv) * (iii), follows easily from (M) and 
(iii) * (ii) follows easily from the fact that YE Xt, r E L%( Y)min, 
r’ E 2’(Y) c Se( Y) and Qr # 1’ c z implies r E k- r’ c k* W’( Y) by 3.6. 
Finally, (ii) * (i) holds, since W’ G W, YE St and r’ E W’( Y),i, implies 
the existence of some r E a( Y)min with Qr #I E I’, so B( Y),in 5 k. X(Y) 
implies the existence of some a E k and r” E Z(Y) with r = a - r”. But now 
0 #z” c 1’ and r’ E a’( Y)min implies r’ E k. r” c k. W( Y), again by 3.6. 
Q.E.D. 
4. THE GEOMETRY OF FLATS 
4.1. Closures. Now let A4 = M(E, .!Z, 2) be a matroid and let X E Kg 
be a second presentation of M. We claim the following: 
LEMMA. If Fc E, e E E\F and YE Zt, then there exists some r E [a] 
with Y n r c Fu (e} and r(e) 4 KO if and only if there exists some r’ E [W’] 
with Ynr’ E Fv {e} and r’(e) 4 K,,, in which case there exists even some 
r’EW’Yv(e) with these properties and, in addition, r’ 1 yvIul E a’( Y u {e}),,,i,. 
Proof Since r(e)#K,, there exists some r, E%?( Yu {e}),,,i,, with 
eErlsrn(Yu{e})sFu{e} by 3.6. So the result follows from 
k’@YU (e}),in=ke@(YU (e})min. 
This lemma allows us to define for any. F G E its (M-)-closure 
<f’) = (F>M =:Fu {eEE\F( for any YE%+ there is some 
rE[&?] with in YsFu{e} and r(e)#K,,}=Fu{eEE\FJ for 
any YE C!Xt with e E Y there is some r E Se( Y)min with 
eEEGFu (e}> 
as a subset of E which depends only on M (and F) and not on the chosen 
presentation W of M which is used for its definition. 
(F)\F contains all eE E\F for which there exists some r E [J%] with 
rc- Fu {e} and r(e)+& and in case E?\FEX+ it obviously coincides with 
the set of those elements, i.e., E\FE 2Zt implies 
(F) =Fu {eEE\FI there is some ro [W] with r~Fu {e> and 
r(e)+&} =Fu (eEE\Fj there is some rE92(E\F) with I= {e>}. 
In particular, E\FE A? and XL E implies (Xu F) = U YE :Yfin(Xj ( Yu F) 
since # (r\F) < co for any r E [W]. 
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Let us also note that by denoting the constant map E + K: e H 0 which 
maps all of E onto 0 by 0, too (by abuse of notation), we may rewrite the 
definition of (F) as follows: 
for any FE E we have (F) = {e E E 1 for any YE %+ there is some 
r~[9?]u{O} withrnY~Fu{e}~Fuy}. 
Finally, let us note that YE Xt and SE WY implies s(e) E K,, for all 
eE (s-‘(O)) since eE (s-‘(O))\s~‘(O) implies the existence of some r~@, 
with r(e)Ek and ln Y&s-‘(0)~ {e}, which in turn implies zn_ss {e} 
and therefores(e)=r(e)-‘*(rJs)EK,,. 
4.2. Flats and Hyperplanes. Continuing with our notation, we define 
Fc E to be an (M-) flat if F= (F), we define F to be a proper flat if in 
addition E\FE Xt, and we define F to be a hyperplane if it is a maximal 
proper flat, different from E, i.e., if and only if (Fu {e} ) # E implies e E F 
for any e E E and one has 4 # E\FE Xt. 
Put FM=: {FEEIF= (F)} and s’&,,=: {HE~~JH is a hyperplane). 
Now we can state the following: 
PROPOSITION. Assume M = M(E, X, B) to be a matroid. 




in particular, for any B c &, one has nFE 9 FE FM. 
(ii) If 9 E &,, is linearly ordered by inclusion or, more generally, if it 
is filtered from above, i.e., if for any F,, F2 E 9 there is some FE 9 with 
F, u Fz G F, and if Y contains at least one proper flat, then UFE 9 F is a 
proper flat. 
(iii) I f  FcE, eEE andfe (Fu {e})\(F), then eE (Fu {f}) and, 
thus, (F u {e } ) = ( F u { f  > ). So the equivalence relation mF, defined on E 
by e mFfe-(Fu {e})= (Fu {f }) satisfies the condition e +Ff * 
<Fu{e))n(Fu{f))=<F). 
(iv) For any Fc E we have (F) = n,, HE ,+ H. In particular, afrat F 
is a hyperplane if and only if F is maximal among all flats properly contained 
in EifandonlyifF#(Fu(e))=EforsomeeEE. 
Proof: (i) F, c F2 implies indeed (F, ) c (F2), since F, E F2, r E K” 
andrnY~F,u{e}~F,u~implies~nY~F,u{e)~F,u~. 
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Next we show that Fc (F) = ((F) ) for each Fc E. Since 
FG (F) G ( (F)) holds by definition, we may assume e E ((F) )\F and 
we have to show that e E (F). So assume YE Xt. We want to show that 
there exists some r E [B] with z n Y G Fu {e} G Fug. We may assume 
Yn F= @, so we have to show z n Y c (e} EL for some r E [%?I. Since 
e E ((F)), there exists at least some r E [W] u (0) with 
I n YE (F) u {e > G (F) v l. If r(e) 4 K, this already implies e E (F). 
Otherwise we have r(e) E K and r E [W]. Since I E 3 and YE L!Et we have 
#(z n Y) < co, so we may assume r E [W] to be chosen in such a way 
that z n Y is minimal, while r(e) E k and r n Y c (F) u {e}. We claim 
that in this case we already have z n Yc {e} GL. This holds, since 
otherwise the existence of f~ z n YE (F) u (e} with e #f and so with 
f~ (F) n YE (F)\F would imply the existence of some rl E ~8~” iej with 
~n(Yu{el)c{fl~~p in particular with 5 n Y c z n Y, rl (e) = 0 and 
rI (f) ok, so for r’=: r Afrl E [a] we would have r’(e) = r, (f). r(e)Ek, 
r’ n Y c (F) u (e} and f# _r’ n Y $ L n Y, contradicting the minimality of 
rn Y. 
Finally assume FG&,, and nFG9F=Fo. Then (FO)snFESF (F)= 
n FE F F = F, implies ( Fo) = F, and therefore F. E &,. 
(ii) Now assume 9 L FM to be filtered from above and assume that 
some F, E 9 is proper. Since F, =: lJ FE 9 F = lJ F, G FE F F we may assume 
w.1.o.g. that all FEN are proper. Assume eE (F,)\F,, and put Y= EjF,,. 
Since Y fz X+, there is some rEBy with ~nY~F,u{e}~F,u~, i.e., 
rn Y= (e} and r(e)E k. Since #(r\F) < cc for all FE 9, there is some 
F = F, E 9 for which # (r\F) is minimal. Since F. = u F2E FE 9 F, we may 
therefore assume that r\F = z\F2 for all FE 5, which implies r\F, = r\F,, = 
L n Y = {e} and therefore e E ( F2) = F, E F,, a contradiction. So we have 
indeed F,= (F,,) ~9~. 
(iii) Assume f~ (Fu {e})\(F) and YE %+. Without loss of 
generality assume f# e. Since f# (F), there is some Y’ E .@ such that r E W 
and fn Y’rFu {f} implies r(f)EK,,. SincefE (Fu {e})\(Fu {e>) and 
Yu YE%+ there exists some rE9y,v with rn(Yu Y’)~Fu{e,f} and 
fE$ so, for this r we must have e EL and therefore z n YE 
Fu(e,f}sFu{f)ug. S o we have e E (Fu {f } ) and therefore 
(f’u {e> > = (Fu {f > >. 
It follows immediately that x E (( Fu {e} ) n (Fu (f } ))\(F) implies 
<Fu (e} > = <Fu 1x1) = (Fu {f > >. 
(iv) For FG E we have obviously (F) c nFcHExMH. To show 
equality, we observe at first that equality holds at least in case E\FE@ 
since in this case, using (ii) and Zorn’s lemma, there exists for any 
e E E\(F) some proper F, E FM with (F) G F. c E\(e) which is maximal 
with respect to this property, so for any f EE\Fo it satisfies 
607/59/2-2 
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eE (F,u {f})\F, and thereforefE (FOu {e}) = (F,u {f}). So we have 
E\FOs (F,u {e}) and therefore (F,u {f})= (FOu {e})=E for any 
fEE\F,,, i.e., F,,E&“. Thus, in case E\FE%+ we have indeed 
E\(F) c UFc FOE JuM E\F,,, which is obviously equivalent with 
(F)=fL~t.xi,fJ 
Consequently, for arbitrary FG E it is enough to show that 
(F) = fbow,,~.proper F’. But for e E E\(F) there is some YE ZZt such 
that r E [.%!I and rn YG Fu {e} implies r(e) E&. Without loss of 
generality we may assume e E Y. Now consider F’ = (Fu (E\ Y) ) 2 F. Since 
YE St, the flat F’ is proper. Moreover, we have e 4 F’ since otherwise there 
is some rE&?‘, with rn YcFu(E\Y)u{e}cFu(E\Y)u~, i.e., with 
_rn YsFu {e> and r(e)+&, a contradiction. So we have indeed 
<F) = fl.we~~,,~.proper~. 
4.3. The Rank-Function. Continuing with our notation let us consider 




64 W) = : FM w0 1, 
rk(X/F) = rk,(X/F) =: sup( 419) 9 E FM(X/F) 
and 9 linearly ordered by inclusion) - 1 
and 
rk(X) = rk,(X) =: rk(X//ZI). 
We have obviously &,(X/F) = 3Q (X/( F)) and for FG F G E we have 
3Q (X/F) 2 9M (X/F’) and therefore rk(X/F) 3 rk(X/F’). Similarly, 
XCX’ G E and FG E implies rk(X/F) < rk(X’/F) since Y,=Xn 
(Fu Y,) $ Y,=Xn (Fu Y,) implies X’n (Fu Y,) $ X’n (Fu Y,). 
Moreover, the mutually inverse maps 
&.,(X/F) + L?J=~(XU F/F): YH Yu F 
and 
FM(Xu F/F) +&.,(X/F): YtiYnX 
show that L&, (X/F) and &, (Xu F/F) are isomorphic as partially ordered 
sets, so one has rk(X/F) = rk(Xu F/F). 
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Less obvious results are summarized in the following. 
THEOREM. (i) For X, FL E one has always rk(X/F) =rk( (X)/F)= 
rk((XuF)/F)=inf(#YIY~Xc(YuF))=sup(#YIY~X and #Y= 
rk( Y/F)) < #X. 
(ii) For X,EX~GE and FGE one has rk(XJF) = 
WX,l(J’u X,)1 + rWX,lf’). 
(iii) If rk(X/F) < co then all maximal linearly ordered subsets 
9 G pM(X/F) have the same cardinality rk(X/F) + 1; if rk(X/F) = co, then 
all maximal linearly ordered subsets 9 c gM(X/F) are infinite. 
(iv) IfX, FL E and #Xc a~, then #X=rk(X/F) ifand only ifthere 
exists some YE!T~ containing X and disjoint from F such that r EL#~ and 
_r A Y C_ X implies r n Y = @ or, equivalently, r E [a] and L n YE X implies 
r(X) c K,, in which case #X= rk(X/F) = rk(X/Fu (E\Y)). 
Moreover, if in addition E\FE!~T+, then #X= rk(X/F) tf and only if 
XnF=@ and rE9s,F together with ZG FuX implies r !GF or, equiva- 
lently, r E [&?I and L E Fu X implies r(X) c K,,. 
(v) If Fc_ F C_ E, XC_ E and rk(X/F) < 00, then yM(X/F) =5$(X/F’) 
if and only if rk(X/F) = rk(X/F’). 
(vi) Zf X, Y, FG E and E\FE%+ or rk(X/F) + rk( Y/F) < CO then 
9M (X/F) = 9M ( X/Fu Y) if and only if 9M ( Y/F) = 3Q ( Y/Fu X). 
(vii) If FG E has finite co-rank i.e., if rk(E/F) < CQ, then (F) is 
proper. 
More generally, if F, XC E and rk(X/F) -C 00, then w(F) E Xt. 
(viii) If F, XC E and rk(X/F) = n < co, then there exists a proper flat 
F’ containing F with n = rk(X/F) = rk(X/F’) = rk(E/F). More generally, if 
PI c E is a proper jlat containing F with rk(X/F,) =m( <n), then there 
exists a properflat F’, with Fs F’, c F,, rk(X/F’,) = n and rk(F,/F;) = n -m. 
Proof: (i) First we show by induction with respect to #X= n that 
rk( (Xu F)/F) < #X. If #X= 0, there is nothing to prove. Now we 
assume 0 < n = #X < cc and assume rk( (Xu F)/F) > n. Choose a chain 
F,=(F) $ F, $ *a. q J-n,, = <Xu F) and some f E F,\F, and let 
Y G X be a minimal subset with f e ( Y u F). Since j-4 F,, we have Y # 0. 
ChoosesomeyEYandput Y‘=Y\{y).Sincef~(Y‘uFu(y))\(Y‘uF), 
we get yE(Y’uFu{f}) and thus we have (XuF)=((X\(y})uF,) 
in contradiction to n~rk((XuF)/F,)=rk(((X\(y})uF,)/F1)~ 
#(X\{y})=n-1. So, for any Y with YGXG(YUF) we have 
rk(X/F) < rk( (X)/F) < rk( ( Y u FXF) < # Y. 
Next we observe that rk(X/F) 2 inf( # Y ( Y G XG ( Y u F) ) since if 
Yo=Xn<F) gi Yl g *.a $ Y, = X is a maximal chain in ,9Q(X/F), if 
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yis Y,\Y,-, for i= l,..., n and if Y= {yi ,..., y,}, then Yi= (Fu YipI u 
{y,})nX (i’l,..., n) implies by induction Y,c (F-u (yi,..., yi}), and, 
thus, XG (F-v Y). 
Hence, we have rk(X/F) = rk( (X)/F) = rk( (Xu F)/F) = inf( # Y 1 Y G 
XL ( Yu F)) < #X. So, whether rk(X/F) < co or not, we may always 
find some YGX with XE (Yu F) and # Y= rk(X/F) and for this Y 
we get #Y=rk(X/F)=rk(XuF/F)=rk((XuF)/F)=rk((YuF)/F) = 
rk( Y/F), so we have rk(X,F) < sup( # Yl Yc X and # Y = rk( Y/F)), 
whereas sup( # YJ YG X and # Y= rk( Y/F)) < rk(X/F) follows from 
rk( Y/F) d rk(X/F) for all YE X. So we have also rk(X/F) = sup( # Yl YE X 
and # Y= rk( Y/F)). 
(ii) Now assume Xi s X2 G E and FE E. We obviously have rk(X,/F) = 
rk(X, u F/F) = rk((X, u F)/(F)) > rk((X, u F)/(X, u F)) + 
rk( (X, u F)/(F)) = rk(X,/Fu X,) + rk(X,/F). Now choose Yi E Xi and 
Y, G X2 with X, E ( Y, u F), X2 E ( Y, u Fu X, ), # Y, = rk(X,/F) and 
# Yz = rk(X,/F u Xi). This implies X2 c (Fu Y, u Y, ) and, hence, 
rk(X,/F) < # (Yi u Y,) < rk(X,/F) + rk(X,/Fu X,). So, altogether, we 
have indeed rk(X,/F) = rk(X,/F) + rk(X,/Fu Xi). 
(iii) Now assume X, FL E and assume 9 G FM(X/F) to be a maximal, 
linearly ordered subset of PM (X/F). If #9 = co, we have clearly also 
rk(X/F) = co. Otherwise assume 9’ = { Y,, Y, ,..., Yn} and Y, $ Y, $ ... 
$ Y,. Then the maximality of % implies Y,, = Xn (F) c (F), Y, = X and 
rk( YJFU Yi_ i)= 1 (i= l,..., n). SO we have rk(X/F) = rk( YJFu Y,) = 
rk(Y,JFu Y,P,)+rk(Y,-,/Fu Y,)= ... =C;=, rk(Y,/Fu YiPi) = n = 
#g - 1. Thus, either all maximal linearly ordered subsets B E FM(X/F) 
are infinite and rk(X/F) = cc or there is one finite maximal linearly ordered 
subset in flM in which case all are finite and have cardinality rk(X/F) + 1. 
(iv) Assume X,FrE and #X=rk(X/F)<co. Then for any XEX 
have x$ (FUN’(X))), ’ otherwise #A’= rk(X/F) = 
~<XuF>/F) = rk(<Fu(W(x)))~~c~ rk((X\(x))/F) < #(x\(x))< 
#X, a contradiction. In particular, we have x 4 F for any x E X and, 
therefore, X n F = @. 
Moreover, x# (Fu (w(x))) implies the existence of some Y(x) EX+ 
such that r E [%?I and in Y(x) E FuX implies Y(X) E&. Now put 
Y=: (Xu (Jxsx Y(x))\F. Since #XC co, we have YE%+. Moreover, 
r E [a] and z n YE X implies z n Y(x) E Fu X and therefore r(x) E K,, for 
each XEX, i.e., r(X) G Ko. So for this YE%+ we have in particular that 
r E W, and 1 n YE X implies r n Y = 0. Vice versa, if for some YE 3?“+ con- 
taining X and all r E By with _r n YG X one has 1 n Y = 0, then r E [a] 
and in YG X implies r(X) c K, since r(x) $ K, implies the existence of 
some r’eBy with xEfn Ycrn YcX. 
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Now assume Xn F= 0, #Xc co and assume the existence of some 
YE L2”+ with XG Y and Y n F= 0 such that r E [W] and z n YE X implies 
r(X)z&. Then ~4 (Fu(X\{x})) f or all x E X, since otherwise there is 
some r~W,z[&?] with I(X)E~ and In Y~Fu(X\{x})u{x}, i.e., 
in YE X. Thus FM(X/F)=9(X) and rk(X/F)= #X. 
It is clear that in case E\FE L!2+ we may always replace Y by E\F in the 
above argument. 
(v) Since FG F’ c E and Xc E always implies 9$(X/F’) G FM(X/F) it 
is enough to show that in case rk(X/F’) = rk(X/F) < 00 any YE &,(X/F) is 
in &,(X/F’). So assume Y = Xn ( Y u F) E &,(X/F) and consider 
Z=X~(YUF’)E~~(X/F’)E&,,(X/F). Since rk(X/F)=rk(X/YuF) 
+rk(Y/F)=rk(X/ZuF)+rk(Z/YuF)+rk(Y/F), rk(X/F’)=rk(X/YuF’) 
+rk(Y/F), rk(Y/F’)<rk(Y/F) and rk(X/YuF’)=rk(X/(YuF’))< 
rk(X/Z u F), the equation rk(X/F) = rk(X/F’) implies rk(Z/Y u F) = 0 and 
therefore YsZsXn(YuF)=Y,i.e., Y=ZEF~(X/F’). Q.E.D. 
(vi) If X, Y, FEE and rk(X/F) + rk( Y/F) < co, then &,(X/F)= 
TM(X/Fu Y) if and only if rk(X/F) = rk(X/Fu Y) = rk(Xu Y/Fu Y) if and 
only if rk(Xu Y/F) = rk(Xu Y/Fu Y) + rk( Y/F) = rk(X/F) + rk( Y/F) if 
and only if rk( Y/Fu X) = rk(Xu Y/Fu X) = rk(Xu Y/F) - rk(X/F) = 
rk( Y/F) if and only if FM ( Y/F) = &, ( Y/Fu X). 
Now assume E\FE%+. Then (ZUF)=U~~~~~~~(Z’UF) and 
therefore PM(X/F)#&,(X/Fu Y), i.e., Xn (FuX’) #Xn (Fu Yux’) 
for some X’ E X if and only if there are finite subsets X’ E X and Y’ E Y 
with &,, (X’/F) # Pj(X’/Fu Y’) or, equivalently, with 9&( Y’/F) # 
PM( Y’/Fu X’), which in turn implies &,,( Y/F) # PM( Y/Fu X). So we have 
indeed FM (X/F) = FM (X/F u Y) if and only if &,, ( Y/F) = FM ( Y/F u X). 
(vii) Assume F, XG E and n = rk(X/F) < co. Choose a maximal linearly 
ordered subset 9 = { YO, Y, ,..., Y,} E FM (X/F) and assume Xn (F) = 
yll $ y, $ ... L$ Y, = X. For each iE { l,..., n} choose some 
yiE Yi\Yi-I= Y~\(Fu Yi-1). Since (Fu Yipl)=n.“~,-,,,.,H 
there is some H = Hi with Fu Yi- , G Hi and yi r$ Hi. 
Now consider the proper flats Fi = : H, n H, _ 1 n . . . n Hi 2 F. By induc- 
tion with respect to n - i one verifies easily Fin X = Yip I (i = n, n - l,..., 1) 
since F,, 1 nX=Y, and Yi-lGHinYiG Yi implies Yi-lEHinYi= 
HinFi+,nX=FinX$ Yi and therefore Yi _ I = Fi n X because 
FinXEFM(X/F). Thus F,nX=Y,=(F)nX and therefore X\(F)= 
flF, c E1\F, E St, which implies X\<F) E L?&?. 
(viii) Assume F, X G E and rk(X/F) = n < cc and assume I;, E E to be a 
proper flat containing F with rk(X/F,) = m. We want to prove the existence 
of some proper flat F; containing F and contained in F1 with rk(X/F;) = n 
and rk(F,/F; ) = n - m. We proceed by induction with respect to n - m. In 
case n = m put F’, = : F,. So from now on assume n > m. 
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Choose some X’ c X with X G (Fu X’ ) and rk(X/F) = #x’ which 
implies rk(X’/F) = #X’. So there exists some YE Xt with Yn F= 0 and 
X’ c Y such that r E [W] and z n YE X’ implies r(X’) E K,. It follows that 
for F’ = F,\ Y we have FG F’ E E\ Y and therefore #X’ = rk(X/F) 2 
rk(X/F’) 3 rk(X’/F’) b rk(X’/(E\Y)) = #X’, i.e., rk(X/F) = rk(X/F’). So, by 
replacing F by F, we may assume w.1.o.g. that E\FE~??. Since 
rk( X/F, ) < rk( X/F) and therefore 9, (X/F u (PI/F)) # &,, (X/F) we have 
FM((F1\F)/F) # FM((F1\F)/Fu X), i.e., there is some Zc F,\F with 
(F,\F)n (FuZ) #(F,\F)n (FuZuX). So, there exists some 
eEF,n (FuZuX)\(FuZ). Among all flats F with (FuZ)s 
F’ c F,\(e) there is a maximal flat, say, F2, for which we have necessarily 
rk(F1/F2) = 1 and therefore ( F2 u {e} ) = PI as well as (Xu F2) = 
(XuFuZuF,)=(Xu{e}uF2)=(XuF,) and therefore rk(X/F,)= 
rk((XuF2)/F,) = rk((XuF,)/F,) = rk(XuF,/F,) = rk(X/F,)+ 
rk(Fi/F*) = m + 1. So, by induction, there exists some proper flat F’i E F2 
with FG F, , rk(X/F, ) = n and rk(F,/F’, ) = 12 - (m + 1) which implies also 
rk(F,/Fi) = rk(FI/F2) + rk(F,/Fi) = 1 + n - (m + 1) = n -m. Q.E.D. 
4.4. Some Open Problems. Continuing with our notation I would like 
to point out the following open problems: 
(i) If X, FE E and e E (Xv F), is there always a minimal subset 
X’SX with eE (X’uF)? 
A positive answer to (i) would imply a positive answer to the following 
question: 
(ii) For any X, Y, FG E, is the equation &,, (X/F) = &,, (X/Fu Y) 
equivalent to the equation &,, ( Y/F) = &, ( Y/Fu X)? 
Of particular interest are the following questions: 
(iii) For any matroid A4 define a graph on the set 2” of hyperplanes 
of A4 by connecting any two hyperplanes H,, H, E &., by an edge if and 
only if rk(E/H, n Hz) < co. Is this graph always connected? Is there a num- 
ber N> 0 such that any two hyperplanes in the same connected component 
can be connected by a path of length <N? 
5. THE DUAL OF A MATROID 
5.1. As above let M= M(E, !Z”, 92) denote a matroid with coefficients in 
some fuzzy ring K. Then the following holds. 
LEMMA. For any hyperplane HE 2?,, any e E E/H and any u E k there 
exists one and only one s = ~7”~~ oL, , EL%?’ with s(e)=or and _s=g=E\H, and 
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for this s we even have s E [9?]‘. Moreover s depends only on M, i.e., 
.%?wM 1’ at imp1ies s?H,e,a) = ‘(H&or). 
Proof. (i) Assume at first si, s2 E W* to satisfy the conditions 
s,(e)=s,(e)=cc ands,=g,=_s,=g,=E\H. We have to show that s1=s2. 
But for anyfEE\(Hu {e})= (Hu {e})\(Hu {e>) there exists, according 
to Section 4, some rE%\H with rn(E\H)c(Hu (e})u {f} c 
(Hu{e})u~,i.e.,withrn(E\H)r{e,f}andr(f)~~.Sincer(e)~ku{O} 
and since r(e) =0 would imply f E (H) = H we have r(e)E 1% Since 
s,, S,E& and s~=s~=-s~=~~=E*\H we have (rIsi)=r(e)si(e)+ 
r(f)si(f)EK,, and therefore r(f)si(f)=E.r(e).si(e) for i=l,2, which 
implies s,(f)=&.r(e).r(f)~‘.~~(e)=~.r(e).r(f)~’.s,(e)=s,(f). So we 
have indeed s1 = s2. 
(ii) The above unicity proof shows also how to construct s$,~,~): for 
each feE\(Hu {e}) choose some rEgEiH with rn(fiH)=~n(E\H)= 
{e, f > and put s$,,,.,) (f) = : E * r(e). r( f )- ’ . tl. We have to show that this is 
Q’ well defined, that s$,,,) E [a]’ and that .$&+) = sCH p aj for 9 JJ 9’. But 
r\H=l\H= (e,f} implies rj E,H EA?(E\H),,,~” in view of 4.1, SO 3.6, 
applied to r, r’E9 with r>H=!\H=r’\H=!‘\H= {e,f}, implies the 
existence of some PE K with rl E,H= /I. r’( E,H and therefore 
E . r(e) * r(f) - ’ . CY = E - r’(e) . r’(f) ~ ‘ * a, so s$~,~) is indeed well defined. 
9’ We also get s$,e.ol, = s(,,,,) for L&?mM 9?‘, since 99~~ $9’ implies 
k. W(E\H),i” = k. @‘(E\H),,. Hence, from now on write s(,,,,) instead 
Of $f,e.)* 
So it’ remains to show that s(~,~,~) E [a] I, which will be done in the next 
two steps of the proof. 
(iii) Here we show that (.s~~,~,.)I r) E K, for all r ES~,,, with 
#(r\H) = 2. If eEl\H, this follows from the definition of s = s~~,~,~). 
Otherwise assume r\H= {f, g} and choose rl, r,EW,,, with rl\H= 
{e,f) and r2\H= {e,g}. Th en we have (sIr)=s(f)r(f)+s(g)r(g)= 
c.rl(e).r,(f)-‘.a-r(f) + c*r,(e).r2(g)-‘*a*r(g) = c-~*rI(f)-l* 
r2(g)-‘-(r,(e).r,(g).r(f)+r,(e)-r,(f).r(g)). Hence we have to show 
that rl(e).r2(g).r(f)+r2(e).rI(f)-r(g)EKo. 
So consider r3 = ((r A~ rl) A~ r2), Since (r A~ r,)\Hs ((r\H) u (r,\H))\ 
{f > = If, g, e)\{f > = {g, e> =r2\H, we have r3\H c {e} and therefore 
r3(e)EK,,. But r3(e) = r2k)+ Afrl)(e)+E*r2(e).(r Afrl)(g) = 
r2k)(rl(f ).r(e)+E.rl(e).r(f ))+ &.~~(e)(r,(f).r(g)+&.r,(g).r(f)) = 
r2(g).E-r,(e).r(f)+c*r2(e)*r,(f)*r(g), since r(e)=r,(g)=O, and 
therefore (slr)=a.r,(f)-‘.r,(g)-‘.r,(e)~K~. In particular, for any 
such r E W,, H with r\H= {f, g} we have s(g)=c*r(g)-‘.r(f)*s(f). 
(iv) Finally, we want to show by induction with respect to n = r~(,,~) = : 
#(r\H) that (sl r) E K0 for all r E [W]. If n(,,) =0 there is nothing to 
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show. So assume (s 1 r’) E K,, for all r’ E [a] with n(,,.“) < r~(,,~) for some 
r E [W] and assume (s ( r) =&-E E,H s(f). r(f) 4 &. Then there exists 
some fe E\H with r(f) $K,. Since f$ (H) = H, there must exist some 
other element gEI\H and so, there must exist some r,,tz gE,H with rO\H = 
(f; g> E\H. N ow consider rl =r AfrOE [B]. Since r,\H S+ r\H we 
have by induction (sIY,)EK~. But (~(r,)=C~~~~,~s(x).r,(x) = 
CxsE~(ffvjfj)4x). (ro(f).r(x)+&.r(f).rO(x)) = LcE,(HUifi) s(x) . 
ro(f). 0) + E. C x,~\(HU(~))s(~).r(f).rO(~) = ro(f)fLEE,(HU~fl) 
s(x) . r(x)+&.s(g)‘r(f).ro(g) = ro(f).C,.E,(HVifj)s(x).r(x)+&.(&. 
ro(g)-‘.ro(f).s(f)).r(f).r~(g) = ro(f). (sir> and we have (sir) = 
ro(f)-‘~(sIrI)~&. Q.E.D. 
5.2. Remark. Note that the arguments used in the second and the third 
step of the above proof show generally that for any flat FE 9M and any two 
relations r,r’E9 with ~\F=E\F=~‘\F=~‘\F= {e, f } one has 
r(e). r(J)-’ = r’(e). r’(f)-’ and for any three relations r, r’, r” E 9 with 
r\F=r\F= (e, f >, r’\F=;‘\F= {f; g> and r”\F=c”\F= (g, e> one has 
r(e).r’(f).r”(g)=E.r(f).r’(g). “( ) r e or, equivalently, r(e) . r(f) - ’ . r’(f) . 
r’(g) ~ ’ . r”(g) . r”(e) - ’ = E. 
5.3. We are now ready to prove the following. 
THEOREM. Let K be a fuzzy ring and let M = M( E, X, 92) be a matroid 
with coefficients in K. Then M* = M(E, St, 9’) is a matroid with coef- 
ficients in K, too, i.e., 92’ satisfies (M) with respect to the matroid support 
system Xt. Moreover, 925 =: (s(~,~,~) 1 HE 3(ioM, e E E/H, CI E k} satisfies (M) 
also, and represents the same matroid and the same holds for 
R*=: U S?Y=(s~K$+jthereissome YEX+ 
YES' 
with_s~Yandsl.rforallr~By}, 
so, in particular, 9 2 92’ implies B1 wM 92; = .!?A?;*-” 9”. 
Proof: We have obviously 9,$ G WI c 9’“. Since Ys Y’ implies 
&‘y={.s~K$+I~~Y and SE~?$~~GE~‘, we have s, A..s~E~?* for all 
s,, s*e9* and eE E in view of Lemma 3.4. Hence, in view of 
(3.7: (i)o(iv)) it is enough to show that for any SET* and eE E with 
s(e) # K,, there exists some s’ E 99; with s’(e) E k and s’ ES. 
Assume s E 9 ’ for some YE Xt and consider F= s ~ ‘(0) 2 a Y. As men- 
tioned in 4.1, we have e # (F), since otherwise there is some r E WY with 
r(e)Ek and Ynr~Fu (el, which would imply _S~IS YnrcFu (e>, 
i.e., s ny = {e}, and therefore s(e). r(e) = (s 1 r) E K,, a contradiction. 
Thus, in view of 4.2(iv) there exists some HE &,, with FG H c E’(e), so 
for s’ = scH,e~I) wehaves’(e)=lEkands’=E\HGE\F=s. Q.E.D. 
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5.4. Next we claim the following. 
DUALITY THEOREM. Let K and M = M(E, X,9) be as in 5.3. Then we 
have M* * = M. 
Proof. Since &? C [%?I E &?M *I it is enough to show that for any YE%+ 
and any rE(9$‘)y with rn Yf @ there is some r’ E [%?I with 
Ynf or n Y and r’(Y) G KO. But otherwise Theorem 4.3(iv), applied to 
F = c\ Y and X = z n Y, implies rk(X/F) = # X, which in turn implies the 
existence of some HE #M with Fr H and qH= {e} for some e E X. But 
this leads to (r 1 s(~,~,,)) = r(e) E K,, in contradiction to r(e) E k. 
5.5. First Consequences. For any matroid M= M(E, X, 9) with coef- 
ficients in the fuzzy ring K we can apply our theory of flats, hyperplanes 
and the rank function with respect to M*, thus defining co-flats, co-hyper- 
planes and a dual rank function. Note that the complements of co-hyper- 
planes, which are always elements of $7, are also called circuits and hence 
the complements of hyperplanes of M can as well be called co-circuits. 
Next note that M(E, ?K’, 3) = M(E, X, ~$2’) implies W, 9’ G 95’ wM 
L2wM &?I, so a,$’ is the unique maximal subset of Kg which presents M. It 
will therefore be denoted by ~8~ and it will be called the maximal presen- 
tation of M. 
Similarly, it follows from our results that 
.@,+,=:W&= {rEK$Ir=L a circuit and rE(W,$)L) 
is “minimal” in the following sense: for any r E W,, any 9” 2 Z% and any 
YE.%+ there exists some r’E%?’ and some aeft with rl y= a* r’l ,,, i.e., 
w, c ngpp3 9 xx(k. 9’). 
This holds, since-dually-for any hyperplane HE XM and any XE~ 
there exists some X’E% with XCX’ and rk(X’/Hn X’)< 1: put 
flH= {e = x,,, x1 ,..., xn), choose for any i = l,..., n some riE ~8 with 
~i\H=ci\H= {e,xj} and put X’=XUQU *.. um; then X’\H= 
{e=x,x 1 ,..., x,}, 5’ ({e} u (xl n H)) u {xi} and ri(xi) E kimplies indeed 
rk(X’/Hn X’) < 1. 
So, dualizing, for any r E aM and any YE Zt there exists some Y’ E !Zt 
with Y c Y’ and r I y, E gM( r)min. Thus &? wM &I?’ implies indeed the 
existence of some r’ E 2’ and some a E k with r I y’ = a. r’ I r and, therefore, 
also r I y = a * r’ I y. 
More precisely, if follows easily from the geometry of flats-applied to 
co-flats-that W M=W”(E)mi,=~~(k.W’)(E),i, for all W’m”W, since 
r E @’ and r = l implies that E\r is a co-flat, so 1 is minimal if and only if it 
is a circuit. 
Hence we call a,,,, the minimal presentation of M. It is now easy to see 
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that 9” L F$ presents M= M(E, X, B) if and only if 9’ E BM and 
L%?~ = %‘(K.B’) and that 93 is the minimal presentation .G%‘,,,, of 
M=M(E, X, 9) if and only if a=a(E)=k.~==~i,=~-(a),i,, in 
which case W contains all r E Kg such that for any YE Xt there exists some 
Y’EX’ with YG Y’and r[yE9(Y’),in. 
Again, the last observation follows from dualizing the fact that a flat 
FE FM is a hyperplane if and only if for any X E X there exists some X’ E X 
with X 5 X’ and rk(X’/Fn X’) = 1. We have already seen above that for 
FE &, such an X’ exists for any XE X. Vice versa, if F is not a hyperplane 
and if rk({e,S}/F)=2, then rk(X’/FnX’)>2 for any X’E X with 
(e,f > cx’. 
5.6. Minors. Finally we want to introduce minors of finite and infinite 
matroids with coefftcients. So assume once more that K is a fuzzy ring and 
M = M(E, X, a) is a matroid with coefhents in K, presented by, say, 
W = Se,, its minimal presentation. For any FE E one can define the retrac- 
tion matroid 
M-F=: M@V, X n 9(E\F), %,\A 
defined by 
a? M,F=: {II~,~ 1 reB,+, and rnF=@} 
and the contraction matroid 
M/f’=: WV’, X n ~UAF), 9 lEiF). 
The proof of the following statements is straightforward, 
THEOREM. Continuing with the above notations one has 
(i) (M/F)* = M*\F; 
(ii) (M\F)* = M*/c 
(iii) W~“W’~9[E,F~MB’IE,F; 
(iv) the ciruits of M\F are the circuits of M which are contained in 
E\F; 
(v) the ji’ats of M/F are preciseley those subsets F s E\F for 
whichF u F is a jlat of M, i.e., there is a l-l correspondence between the 
jlats of M containing F and the flats of M/F, 
(vi) $FE Xt, then the flats of M\F are the intersections ofji’ats of M 
with E/F, dually, if FE X, then the co-flats of M/F are the intersections of 
the co-ji’ats of M with E\F and, so, the circuits of MfF are intersections of 
circuits of M with E\F,-in particular, the minimal presentation 9PMIF of 
M/F is given by (B,,, , E\F)min and so, it is contained in Se,, E,F; 
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(vii) If F, , F2 E E and F, n F2 = 0, then 
VW, )\F, = M\(F, u F,) 
and 
moreover, if F2 E 3, then 
Remark. Matroids of the form (M\F, )/F, are called minors of M. 
Proof: First we observe that for E’ = E\Fc E the set X’ = X n S(E’) is 
a matroid support system and that (%‘)+ = 99 n 9(E). 
Second, we observe that the matroid axiom (M) holds for BIE, E Kg, 
with respect to E’ and X’ whenever it holds for some W G Kg with respect 
to E and % since [WI E’] c [B?] ) E. Moreover, WI mM .%‘* for some 
W, ,9& E Kg implies W, 1 E’ mM B, 1 E’ since for YE St n 9(E) and 9 E Kg 
we have B(Y)=9l..(Y). 
So M/F is well defined and it can be defined by restricting any presen- 
tation 9 c Kg of M to E’. 
This does not hold in such a generality for M\F, but at least whenever 
we choose a presentation W c K” of M which, like the minimal one, has the 
stronger property 
(M’) for any r E [.%‘I and any e E E with r(e) $ K, there exists some 
r’EW with eEr’=L’Cr 
it is clear that 9f\F=: (rl,lrE:W and rnF=12/3 satisfies (M’), too, again 
since [W\F] G [&?]\F. So, at least, MjF= (E’, X’, 9,\F) is well defined, 
too, and BM\F= .%,+,,F is the minimal presentation of WF according to 
the last remark in 5.5 since A?&(~~\F)~&.(sS?,)\F. Moreover, if W is 
another presentation of M, satisfying BM G 9, then W satisfies (44’) also, 
and we have W,\FwM W\F by Lemma 3.7(iii) * (i), since YE 9? n 9(E’), 
r E (W\F) y and e E z n Y implies that r - ’ (0) u F generates a co-flat which 
does not contain e, so, using the dual of Proposition 42(iv), there exists a 
circuit C disjoint from r-‘(O) u F and containing e and, hence, there exists 
some r’E Se, with r’ =l’ = C, i.e., with r’ I E, E gM\F = (9M\F) y and 
/2/#r’IFn YErn Y. 
(i) Now consider (M/F)*, being presented by (9 IE.)l. Since 
(WI E,)l = SL\F and W,$ c& wM a$, the above remark implies that 
M*\F is presented by (WI,)‘, too, and so it coincides with (M/F)*. 
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(ii) Applying this result with respect to M* and dualizing, we get 
M*/F= (M*/F)** = (M**\F)* = (M\F)*. 
(iii) Has been proved. 
(iv) Follows from .c%‘,,,,,~= AtM\F, which has also been proved. 
(v) It follows directly from the definition of the closure operator 
( * *. ) that for F’ c E’ one has 
(F) M,F= (FvF),nE’, 
so one has F’= (F),,, if and only if (F’uF),=FuF. 
(vi) It also follows directly from the definition of the closure operator 
that for F’ E E’ one always has 
so, in particular, if G = (G), is a flat of M, then (GnE’),,,c 
(G n E’)M n E’ c G n E’, i.e., the intersection of an M-flat with E’ is always 
an (M\F)-flat, and it follows as well that for FE%++ one has 
since for testing whether or not some e E E’ is in ( F’)M one may only use 
those YE Xt which contain F. 
Hence, in case FELT+ any (mF)-flat F’ is the intersection of the M- 
closure of F’ with E’. 
The rest follows from dualization. 
(vii) The first two formulas are obvious; the last one follows from (vi) 
and the last remark above in the beginning of this proof. 
5.7. The example K = IF,, 





shows that the assumptions FE Xt or F, F2 E X in (vi) and (vii) cannot be 
left out, since z~~{Y~,Y~,...))~, but ~4({~~,y~,...})~,~~,,~~ ,.__ Iv and 
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since %w\{~,,~~ ,... 1 = 0, but BM,{y,,yz ,__.) = {xtel lee (2, x1, x2,...}}, which 
implies obviously 
mfw,, x2,- })l~Y,,~,,...}f(~/{~,,~,,...})\{xl,x,,...). 
The example M/{ y,, y2,...} which is presented by 
~‘={x~Z,x”,I~~l}u{X(x,,x,,Il~~~~} 
and therefore by 
w”= %nI({r,xl,x* ,... }) (B’)min = %({z,x~.x~ ,___ )) tg’)min 
={x~~~~~~{z,x~,x~,...}} 
shows also that dualization depends critically on the specification of the set 
L% since the constant map whose support is not in Xt is orthogonal to all 
relations in W’, but to none in B”. 
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